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THE MUSIC AND DRAMA DEPARTMENT 

Year 8 

Year 8 Autumn, Half-Term 1 Autumn, Half-Term 2 

Unit Title Instrumental Music (7 weeks) Vocal Music (8 weeks) 

Key Question (s)? What is Nationalism & Programme Music 
of 19th Century Europe? 

 

How is the history of the Slave Trade relevant 
to the development of the Twelve-Bar Blues 
musical structure? 

Threshold concepts A key concept in this unit is nationalist 
music and how specific composers wrote 
music to illustrate the pride and patriotism 
they have for their country. Nationalism is 
when people are patriotic (have a strong 
love for their country) and this often shows 
in music, art and literature. 
 

Blues music originated in the Deep South of 
the USA (1870s) created by African 
Americans from African music traditions. 
Students will gain the knowledge of the 
structure of the blues music and the twelve-
bar blues structure which is the basis for 
most popular music today.  
 

Link to Prior 
Learning 

Students will have a clear understanding of 
the different instruments which make up an 
orchestra and their main roles within a 
piece of music. They will also have an 
understanding as to why a composer will 
chose a specific instrument or family of 
instruments depending on the context of 
that piece. Students will also know how to 
analyse pieces of music using the elements 
of music studied in Year 7.  
 
 

Students will have studied the different vocal 
groups and their pitch ranges as well as the 
importance of specific body parts to sing. 
They have also looked at a range of vocal 
music which will support their learning. In 
addition, students have just studied some 
orchestral music from the nineteenth century 
which allow students to recognise the 
contrasts in music through this time. 
Students will have also looked at the slave 
trade in their history lessons. 
 

 Spring Term Summer Term 

Unit Title 
Music for Stage and Screen (6-7 weeks) Fusion Music (7 weeks) 

Key Question (s)? 
What is the movie musical? What is world fusion music? 

Threshold concepts Students will learn about the silent movie 
era and its influence on the future of 
musicals. They will discover Charlie Chaplin 
silent movies and the introduction to the 
‘talkie’ era and understand the 
development of technology and how it 
changed musicals forever.  
 

Fusion music and its importance culturally 
and musically. The focus is specifically African 
music and African fusion music. African 
instrumentation, use of syncopation and 
vocal techniques and their importance in 
African music and therefore African fusion 
will be key.  
 

Link to Prior 
Learning 

Students will know the difference between 
music for the stage and music for the 
screen as previously studied last year. They 
will also have some knowledge of modern-
day musicals with the studying of Disney 

Students will have an understanding of the 
term ‘fusion’ from Year 7 Celtic work and 
how there are no two specific cultures of 
music that define a fusion. Students will also 
know how to analyse and describe the music 



musicals. They also know about the 
different components of a musical including 
the storyline, dancing, lyrics and the songs. 

they hear in this topic with the use of the 
elements of music. 
 
 
 

Knowledge and 
Sequencing 
Rationale 

Instrumental music 
Students will learn about nationalist music and how specific composers wrote music to 
either illustrate the pride and patriotism they have for their country. Nationalism is when 
people are patriotic (have a strong love for their country) and this often shows in music, art 
and literature. 
 
Students will be able to analyse how a composer does this through their use of 
instrumentation, tonality and dynamics as well as other elements. Students will also 
discover about programme music and how composers write music for a specific ‘story’ and 
how they achieve this. Students will also adapt their keyboard skills by looking at ‘St Paul’s 
Suite’ and ‘Peer Gynt’. 
 
Vocal music 
Blues music originated in the Deep South of the USA (1870s) by African Americans from 
African music traditions. Students will gain the knowledge of the structure of the music and 
the twelve-bar blues. There will be some exploration of the slave trade and the power of 
song in raising spirits in the workers. 
  
Students’ learning will focus on the structure of blues music with the twelve-bar blues. They 
will use this knowledge to create their own piece of blues music and learn how to improvise 
within this structure.  
 
Music for stage and screen 
Students will learn about the silent movie era and its influence on the future of musicals. 
They will discover Charlie Chaplin and the power of his silent movies, devoid of dialogue. 
The introduction to the ‘talkie’ era will allow students to understand the development of 
technology and how it changed musicals forever. They will explore the genres of music in 
this era, specifically jazz. Students will continue to work through twentieth century musicals 
through the thirties, forties and fifties with the ultimate goal leading to twenty-first century 
musicals and how they have adapted significantly in terms of instrumentation, style and 
technology. 
 
Fusion music 
Students will learn about African music and African fusion music. They will explore the 
different instruments used in this genre and why this culture is so important to African 
musicians. They will explore new technical terms like syncopation and why these are vital 
components to music. Students will also explore how African music has been fused with 
other genres to create pieces of popular music. Fusion music has been a vehicle of 
expression for political struggle or protest in the past. African music has been fused with 
modern music. Students will explore and understand the key features of African music. 
 

 


